This paper focuses on a comprehensive framework design and performance analysis for a largescale hotspot communication scenario where there exist large number of clustered pico base stations (P-BSs) and femto BSs (F-BSs) working on millimeter-Wave (mm-Wave). For such realistic hotspots' deployment, to exploit the coupling between user equipments (UEs) and base stations (BSs), we model the geographical centers of UE hotspots as independent PPP around which UEs, P-BSs and F-BSs are scattered and form independent and non-homogeneous Poisson cluster processes (PCPs). However, with clustered P-BSs and F-BSs, the UEs would experience the severer intra-cluster interference so that the performance is degraded greatly. To overcome this problem in clustered networks, an effective interference management scheme is proposed by using the ratio of the first and second nearest distances of a typical UE from P-BSs so that a typical UE can be classified as either cluster-center UEs (CCUEs) or cluster-edge UEs (CEUEs). Correspondingly, the total available spectrum band is divided as CCUE-band and CEUE-band, which are occupied by P-BSs associated with CCUEs and CEUEs, respectively. Unlike P-BSs, the F-BSs randomly access the CEUE-band and CCUE-band with a given access portion factor. By using the method from stochastic geometry and the distinguishing feature of mm-Wave, such as directional beamforming with sectored antenna model and modified line of sight ball model for blockage, the UE association probability and Laplace transforms of interference are derived. This yields the derivations of downlink transmission rates. The numerical results show that the proposed clustered heterogeneous scheme with the cluster-UE classification outperforms the traditional ones without the UE classification. This approach not only captures the UE-BS coupling and the non-homogeneous nature of multi-tier networks, but also restricts the severe intra-cluster interference due to clustered BSs.
models and analytical techniques for mm-Wave cellular systems. By using tools from stochastic geometry and Poisson point processes (PPP) theories [9] [10] [11] , the works [12] [13] [14] considered the accurate modeling and tractable analysis. The work [15] introduced a mm-Wave hybrid heterogeneous network (HetNet) by exploiting the vast bandwidth and propagation characteristics in the 60 GHz and 70-80 GHz to reduce the impact of interference in HetNets. The work [16] pointed out that, due to the existence of shadowing and blockage, signal outage is the main bottleneck in mm-Wave networks. In addition, this work also pointed out that the dense deployment of base stations (BSs) in mm-Wave networks would increase the interference from strong line of sight (LoS) BSs, thus further increasing the probability of outage. To address the above problems, the work [16] introduced the BSs' co-operation in the downlink (DL) of mm-Wave HetNets. By exploiting the directional transmission, the work [17] presented a tractable model for power beacon-assisted mm-Wave wireless ad hoc networks, where each transmitter harvests energy from all power beacons and then uses the harvested energy to transmit information to its desired receiver. To reduce the delay of content delivery, the work [18] introduced a hybrid self-backhaul and cache assisted mm-Wave HetNets. Unlike the work [18] , the content placement over mm-Wave HetNets was further addressed in works [19] , [20] . For more details on this topic, the interested readers are referred to see [21] and references therein.
At the same time, considering the fact that a direct consequence of heterogeneous deployments of network elements is the emergence of different types of spatial coupling across the locations of BSs and user equipments (UEs), the work [22] pointed out that the PPP assumption does not provide an accurate model for the interference in these conditions. In practice, because BSs are deployed at the area of UE density [1] , the most prominent issue in such HetNets is the UE-BS coupling and BSs are deployed within the hotspots to provide additional capacity and low delay. For such scenario, one key exception is the generative model in [23] , where the BS point process is conditionally thinned in order to push the reference user closer to its serving BS, thus introducing UE-BS coupling. However, due to the model restricted to single-tier networks, it is difficult to generalize the method to multitier HetNets. Therefore, to effectively capture the UE-BS coupling and the property of user-centric deployment, a novel cluster-based model was adopted in [24] , which modeled the geographical centers of UE hotspots as independent PPP, around which the BSs and UEs form clusters independently with different distributions. It was found that the clusterbased method is a more accurate model for urban areas than PPP. With these considerations, the works [25] [26] [27] [28] used the Poisson cluster process (PCP) to model the UE distribution, where the UE-BS coupling was introduced by deploying the BSs at the cluster centers and the UEs are clustered around BSs (cluster centers). The method was further investigated in [29] . Different from [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , the works [30] , [31] considered the more general case, i.e., large-scale hotspot area. In such large-scale hotspot area, it is necessary to deploy multiple BSs to coverage the whole hotspot area so that introducing clustering in the locations of UEs, but also BSs. Besides the large-scale hotspot area, in some residence and commercial centers, the subscriber-owned small BSs (SBSs), such as femto BSs (F-BSs) are deployed on large-scale. Therefore, the work [32] considered the case where SBSs are deployed within the macro cell areas so that the SBSs are clustered around macro BSs (MBSs). The work [33] developed an analytical framework for the performance evaluation of multi-tier HetNets based on a max-power association strategy. The work [34] exploited the correction between UEs and BSs under the scenario where MBSs was modeled as independent PPP while the locations of UEs and SBSs were simultaneously modeled as two different PCPs.
However, in such large-scale hotspot area where the clustering among multiple BSs is introduced, the number of the clustered BSs increases with hotspots. One of the direct results under this large-scale hotspot scenario is that not only the number of BSs is increasing with hotspots, but also the one of UEs. Therefore, the model presented in [32] [33] [34] does not work well. On the other hand, this also yields that the UEs experience more severe intra-cluster interference due to the clustering among BSs. Specially, the UE association in each cluster greatly depends on the location of UE location. With different locations, a typical UE maybe associates with different BSs. The UE performance depends on its locations. The UEs that are located near serving BS would experience small path-loss attenuation thus the received signal power from its serving BS is significantly higher than the received interference. Contrarily, the UEs which have the larger distance from its serving BS, receive weaker signal power from its associating BS compared to the observed interference so that the performance is degraded greatly. Hence, motivated by these considerations, in such large-scale clustering hotspots, each cluster can be divided into two disjoint sub-regions, i.e., cluster-center region and cluster-edge region. The UEs located in the cluster-center region are referred to as clustercenter UEs (CCUEs) and the UEs located in the cluster-edge region are referred to as cluster-edge UEs (CEUEs). Then, by using the reasonable spectrum allocation among CCUEs and CEUEs, the experienced interference by CCUEs and CEUEs can be restricted as a result that the performance of the whole network is improved. In practice, this classification of UEs was studied in grid or PPP-based cellular networks in several well-known works [35] [36] [37] . In [35] , the classification of cellular UEs was investigated by jointing fractional frequency reuse (FFR) [38] . However, the method in [35] is only effective for a grid-based cellular network. To overcome this issue, in the work [37] , B. Xie et al. extended the method to stochastic-based two-tier HetNets by using signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) threshold for UEs' classification in cellular networks. Considering the fact that the SINR-based method causes a user to frequently switch between cell-center user and cell-edge user, in [39] the VOLUME 7, 2019 distances ratio based method was proposed for independent PPPs based heterogeneous cellular networks.
Summarizing the above literature review, it is found that, to more accurately model the realistic ultra-dense heterogeneous cellular networks, PCPs have become the preferred choice for modeling the locations of BSs and most wellknown works have been published. However, for the largescale hotspot scenario where each cluster consists of the superposition of multiple independent and heterogeneous tiers (BSs) and the number of BSs is very large, the corresponding analytical framework has not been proposed so far. Moreover, while the works [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] focused on micro-Wave networks, none of works considered mm-Wave ones. Secondly, in the clustering multi-tier HetNets where BSs of each tier are distributed as independent PCPs, the performance of a typical UE is degraded by not only the inter-(intra-) cluster interference, but also the inter-(intra-) tier interference. Especially, in each cluster the achievable rate of a typical UE is dominated by the inter-(intra-) tier interference due to the number of intra-cluster BSs is huge. This crucial issue can be alleviated by using the cluster-UEs' classification. While the works [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] focused on grid or PPP based cellular networks for UE classification, none of these works provides an analytical framework with cluster-UE classification for PCP-based heterogeneous networks. In addition, due to the different network model, the results in [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] can not be directly used in PCP-based HetNets.
Finally, under large-scale hotspot scenario, due to the clustering among BSs, the UEs experience more severe intra-cluster interference and the UE association in each cluster greatly depends on the location of UE. Although the work [39] proposed a UE classification method based on distance ratio, this work only considered the conventional independent PPPbased networks without the consideration in terms of clusterbased multi-tier HetNets. The performance of such networks with UEs classification over mm-Wave frequency band has not been addressed in existing works, so far. This work would fill in this gap. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) This work develops a realistic framework based on independent PCP to model the large-scale hotspot area with UE-centric multi-tier BSs deployments over an mm-Wave two-tier heterogeneous network, consisting of P-BSs and F-BSs. Unlike the existing works where BSs were assumed to be independent from the UEs and molded as independent PPPs, this work considers not only the P-BS-UE coupling, but also the F-BS-UE coupling. Therefore, by clustering both F-BSs and P-BSs, we model the geographical centers of UEs and BSs as an independent PPP around which UEs, P-BSs and F-BSs are scattered and form independent PCPs with different distributions. 2) To overcome the severe interference (including interand intra-tier interference), this work designs an interference management framework, which is based on the ratio of the first and second nearest distances of a UE from P-BSs so that a typical UE can be classified as either CCUE or CEUE. Correspondingly, a modified FFR is proposed, where the available spectrum band is divided into CCUE-band and CEUE-band that are occupied by the P-BSs associated with CCUE and CEUE, respectively. Different from P-BSs, the F-BSs randomly access the CEUE-band and CCUEband with a predefined access factor η. That is to say, the F-BSs of portion factor η share the CEUE-band and the remaining ones of portion factor 1 − η share the CCUE-band. 3) An effective clustering UE association criterion is developed, which is referred to as weighted nearest distance association (WNDA) criterion. With the proposed WNDA criterion, a typical UE associates either intra-cluster P-BSs or intra-cluster F-BS. Considering a typical UE may be located in cluster-center or clusteredge region, the work derives the association probabilities for the four possible intra-cluster association scenarios by using the method from stochastic geometry and order statistics and exploiting the mm-Wave propagation model. 4) This paper calculates the average DL rate received by a typical UE by using the mm-Wave LoS ball approximation model. That is to say, the DL ergodic rates for different association scenarios are derived by only considering the large-scale fading over mm-Wave. To this end, we exploit the key property of PCPs. In particular, conditional on the independent parent PPP, the PCPs can be viewed as inhomogeneous PPPs. By using these properties, we first calculate the Laplace transforms (LTs) of the total interference from intra-cluster P-BSs (F-BSs) and inter-cluster P-BSs (F-BSs). Under the condition on the parent PPP of all BSs' (P-BSs, F-BSs) PCPs, considering the correlation of intra-cluster distances is weak, the LTs of the interference from intra-cluster BSs are derived bounding on the assumption of noncorrelated intra-cluster distances. Finally, by deconditioning over the parent PPP, we present the DL ergodic rates for all possible association scenarios, so that the total average rate is achieved. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the considered network model and assumptions are presented as well as the CCUE and CEUE classification criterion. Section III focuses on the UE association criterion and probabilities. The statistical description of interference is presented in Section IV. Section V calculates the DL spectrum efficiency. The simulations and numerical results are given in Section VI. Section VII is conclusions. The proofs of main mathematical derivations are presented in Appendixes. A list of the main mathematical notations employed in this paper is given in Table 1 . 
II. NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this section, we introduce the considered system parameters and models used throughout the paper. A two-tier clustered heterogonous cellular network is considered, where BSs of each tier are distributed as independent Thomas cluster process (TMP) [29] . As defined in [29] and [40] , TMP is a special case of Neyman-Scott PCP, where the cluster members, located at y, are assumed to scatter independently around the cluster center x according to an identical and symmetric normal distribution with variance σ 2 P . The density function of the cluster member location y relative to a typical cluster center is given by
where . is the Euclidean norm. For the tractability of analysis, this paper assumes that the number of members (devices) in every cluster is same. As such, in our considered model, the first tier consists of high-power P-BSs while the second tier is composed of low-power and short-distance F-BSs. The locations of P-BSs are modeled by a TMP P TMP (λ C , M P ,c P ) and the ones of F-BSs are modeled by another TMP F TMP (λ C , M F ,c F ), both of which have common parent process C (λ C ) of density λ C , which is a stationary PPP, where M H andc H denote respectively the maximum number of members (devices) and the mean of simultaneously active members (devices) in every cluster, H ∈ {P, F}. Note that, the number of active BSs is determined by UEs' association, which would be given in section III. Although the daughter point processes P TMP (.) and F TMP (.) are scattered around the common parent process x ∈ C , the values of M H andc H , H ∈ {P, F} are different across the clusters due to the heterogeneity between P-BSs and F-BSs. This makes the densities of the cluster processes M TMP (.) and P TMP (.) are λ CcP and λ CcF , respectively. Thus, we denote the sets of P-BSs and F-BSs belonging to the cluster centered at x ∈ C by N x P and N x F , respectively. The corresponding sets of active P-BSs and F-BSs are denoted as S x P and S x F , respectively. The randomly distributed mobile UEs are modeled by another PCP U TMP of density λ U , λ U > λ C . Moreover, it is assumed that the density of UEs is greater than the ones of P-BSs and F-BSs. Without loss of generality, throughout this work, a typical UE located at origin O and a representative cluster centered at x 0 ∈ C are considered. Moreover, it is assumed that the typical UE lies in the representative cluster. Figure 1 presents an illustration of the considered two-tier HetNets consisting of two PCPs of P-BSs and F-BSs.
Note that, while we reserve the symbol to denote any point process, to indicate whether it is a PPP or PCP we specify the superscript and subscript in accordingly, i.e., C denotes a PPP, U TMP , P TMP and F TMP denote PCPs consisting of UEs, P-BSs and F-BSs, respectively.
A. ANTENNA PATTERN, LOS AND NLOS PROPAGATION MODELS
It is assumed the whole network works over mm-Wave. The channel gains are independent from the underlying spatial point process of terminals. All network terminals (P-BSs, F-BSs, and UEs) are equipped with multiple antennas. To simplify the analysis, the work makes use of the approximation of an actual beam pattern using sectorized model [41] . In such sectorized model, the antenna array gain for both the transmitter and the receiver is parameterized by three values: 1) main-lobe gain M s (dBm), 2) side-lobe gain Table 2 .
Note that, throughout this work we assume that perfect beam alignment can be achieved between each receiver and its transmitter by using the estimated angles of arrival. Due to the huge directional beamforming gain, this work only considers that all wireless signals experience large-scale path-loss effects by neglecting the small-scale fading ones. Because one remarkable characteristics of mm-Wave is the mm-Wave signals are vulnerable to obstacles, for the largescale path-loss, we introduce the LoS ball to mode the blockage, which has been shown accurate in densely deployed mm-Wave cellular network [42] . In this blockage model, a LoS radius µ is defined, which symbolizes the average distance between an UE and its nearby blockage. A link can be either LoS or non-LoS (NLoS), depending on whether the transmitter is visible to the receiver or not. In particular, a transmitter is considered LoS by a receiver, if and only if their communication link distance r is less than the LoS ball radius µ, and NLoS otherwise. With the aid of such model, we provide the path loss law for our considered network with a distance r as follows.
where C k is the intercept and α k is the path loss exponent, k = L and N represent the LoS and NLoS links, respectively. U (.) is the unit step function [43] .
B. DISTRIBUTIONS OF INTRA-CLUSTER AND INTER-CLUSTER DISTANCES
We first characterize the distribution of intra-cluster distances by focusing on a typical UE located at origin O within the representative cluster centered at x 0 ∈ C . It is assumed that the set {W H i }, i = 0, 1, . . . ,c H − 1, of distances from the typical UE to the set of possibly activated H-BSs S
In the representative cluster, the distance set {W H i }, i = 0, 1, . . . ,c H − 1, includes two types of distances, i.e., serving distances from the typical UE to its serving H-BS, i.e., i = 0, intra-cluster interfering distances from the typical UE to the active interfering H-BSs, i.e., i = 1, . . . ,c H − 1. To clarity, Figure 2 illustrates a special realization of the serving and intra-cluster distances. In Figure 2 , the typical UE that lies at origin O within the representative cluster centered at x 0 ∈ C , associates with H-BS located at y do from S x 0 H relative to the center x 0 ∈ C of the representative cluster. Therefore, the serving distance is written as w H 0 = x 0 + y d 0 . In additions, in Figure 2 w H i = x 0 + y d , i = 1, . . . ,c H − 1, is a realization of the intra-cluster interference distances, where the intra-cluster interfering H-BS from S x 0 H /y d 0 is located at y d relative to the representative cluster center x 0 ∈ C . In general, from the view point of accurate analysis, due to the existence of the common factor x 0 , the intra-cluster distances w H 0 and w H i are correlated. Therefore, from the results in [44] , [45] we have that conditioned on the common factor v 0 = x 0 , the exact PDFs of ω H 0 and ω H i are characterized by Rician distribution, which are written respectively as
where σ is also referred to as the scale parameter [44] , [45] . However, the results from [44] , [45] shown that the correlation among the intra-cluster distances is weak enough to be ignored. Therefore, we do not condition on the common distance v 0 = x 0 in the representative cluster, which would simplify greatly the sequent analysis and achieve clearer insights. Considering the fact that in w H i = x 0 + y d , x 0 and y d are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian RVs with variance σ 2 , x 0 + y d is also Gaussian RV with variance 2σ 2 so does x 0 + y d0 . The PDFs of the distances w H 0 and w H i are approximately characterized by
To reduce complexity of analysis, this work uses the approximation models (5) and (6).
We now turn to look at the distribution of the distances from H-BSs in other clusters to the typical UE. Similarly, the set of distances between the typical UE and the active inter-cluster
H is the location of the inter-cluster interfering H-BS relative to the cluster center x ∈ C \x 0 . Note that, whenever this interpretation is clear, we drop the index i from u H i and U H i so that the inter-cluster distance is expressed by using the uniform expression u H = x + y . With this interpretation, Figure 2 presents the realization u H = x + y , H ∈ {P, F}, x ∈ c /x 0 . The inter-cluster H-BS belongs to S x H and is located at y relative to the cluster center x ∈ c \x 0 . y has the same distribution with that in the typical cluster centered at x 0 ∈ C , and the only difference is that u H = x + y is conditional on the common distance v = x between the cluster center x ∈ C and the typical UE. Evidently, considering the fact that the inter-cluster interfering H-BS is selected at random, the inter-cluster interfering distance u H is characterized by Rician distribution conditioned on the common distance v = x and the PDF of u H is given by
FIRST AND SECOND CLOSEST DISTANCES BASED UES CLASSIFICATION
As mm-Wave channel has fewer multi-path components, the signal propagation loss is dominated mainly by largescale fading. Therefore, this work only considers the effect of path-loss attenuations by neglecting the effect of small-scale fading. Inspired by this consideration, we introduce a novel classification criterion for intra-cluster UEs by applying the first and second nearest distances' ratio to access points [46] .
The core idea of the cluster-UEs' classification is that whether a UE lies in cluster-center region or cluster-edge region is only determined by the first and second nearest distances of the UE to P-BSs (not F-BSs). Then, as defined previously, to interpret the nearest distances' ratio based cluster-UE classification, we focus on a typical UE located in representative cluster centered at x 0 ∈ c . In this representative cluster, the set of P-BSs is denoted as N x 0 P . With the above interpretations, we now turn to define the cluster-center and the cluster-edge regions of the representative cluster for a typical cluster-UE. Specially, the special partition of a cluster into two disjoint sub-regions, cluster center and edge regions, aims to classify the UE. The clustercenter region is defined as the region in which the UE has significantly smaller distance from its serving P-BS compared to the distance from the dominant interference P-BS. On the other hand, the UE is located in the cluster-edge region. With this idea, a ratio factor ξ is adopted, ξ ∈ [0, 1]. In the representative P TMP , a UE is classified as CEUE if r s op /r d op > ξ is satisfied, otherwise as CCUE, where r s op and r d op are the distances of UE from the first and second closest P-BSs, s ∈ {e, c}. As shown in Figure 1 , since the ratio of the first and second nearest distances from P-BS1 and P-BS2 to UE1 is less than ξ , i.e., r c op /r d1 op < ξ , the typical UE1 is classified as CCUE to P-BS1. Contrarily, since the ratio of the first and second nearest distances from P-BS3 and P-BS2 to UE2 is greater than ξ , i.e., r e op /r d2 op > ξ , the typical UE2 is classified as CEUE to P-BS3. Then, to guard simultaneously CEUE and CCUE in P TMP and enhance the whole throughput (spectrum efficiency), the FFR technology and cluster-UE classification are integrated in our work. Specially, the whole spectrum bandwidth W is divided into two orthogonal sub-bands W C and W E , with W = W C +W E . In P TMP , the PBSs associated by CCUEs use the sub-band W C and the ones associated by CEUEs occupy the sub-band W E . However, for F-BSs in F TMP this work considers a modified FFR scheme. Specially, the sub-band W E is used randomly by partial F-BSs of portion factor η, and the sub-band W C is used by the remaining F-BSs of portion factor 1 − η. Straightforwardly, when η = 0 or η = 1, the sub-band W C or W E is shared by all F-BSs, under which the scheme would reduce to the traditional FFR one. Figure 3 gives the illustration of the modified FFR scheme.
Finally, in this subsection, we calculate the probabilities that a typical UE is classified as CEUE and CCUE. The one for CEUE is considered firstly. Let r e op and r d op be the RVs representing distances of a typical UE from its serving P-BS and dominant interfering P-BS. With the used cluster-UEs' classification, we have easily that the probability that a typical UE lies in the cluster-edge with respect to P TMP , is calculated by
where (a) follows from the following fact that the dominant interfering P-BS always lies within the ring formed by circles centered at CCUE of radius r e and r e /ξ such that r e r d r e /ξ , f r e
is the joint PDF of the two RVs r e op and r d op conditioned on x 0 . Considering r e op and r d op be the distances of the typical UE from the first and second closest P-BSs in the representative cluster centered at x 0 ∈ C , with the help of order statistics [48] , [49] , the conditional joint PDF f r e
Note that, in (9) (b) follows from the assumption of uncorrelated intra-cluster distances. By substituting the PDFs given by (5) and (6) into (9), the joint PDF f r e
Then, with the substitution of (10) into (8) we have the probability that a typical UE is located in cluster-edge. Similarly, by letting r c op be the distance of the typical CCUE from its serving P-BS, we have that the probability that the typical UE is located in cluster-center region. As a result, 1 is achieved.
Lemma 1: The probability that a typical UE lies in the cluster-edge with respect to P TMP , is 
The probability that a typical UE lies in the cluster-center region with respect to P TMP , is
III. UE ASSOCIATION CRITERION AND PROBABILITIES
An open access scheme has been assumed that user is allowed to connect to any tier BS [36] , [47] . Inspired by the property of mm-Wave signal propagation, we consider WNDA criterion for a typical UE. Furthermore, it is assumed that a typical UE associates BS located in representative cluster so that we ignore the clusters overlapping. Specially, the UE association is firstly begun with the general case without cluster-UEs' classification. To this end, it is assumed that the distances of a typical UE from the nearest P-BS and F-BS are r op and r of , respectively. Then, according to [36] , [47] , we have that the probability of a typical UE associates with P-BS in the representative cluster is formulated as
where G Max P = M Pt M r and G Max F = M Ft M r , β P and β F are the association bias values allocated for tier P and F, respectively, a positive bias value implies extending the coverage, α FP is defined by
With (13), the probability that the typical UE associates with F-BS is A F = 1 − A P . Equation (13) indicates that, to achieve the association probability A P , the statistical descriptions of the nearest distances r op and r of are required. We now calculate the association probabilities by separately considering CEUE and CCUE cases, respectively.
A. CEUE ASSOCIATION PROBABILITIES
When the typical UE is located in cluster-edge region with respect to the cluster process P TMP , we rewrite the closest distances r op and r of in (13) as r e op and r e of , respectively. This yields that, based on (13) , the probability that a typical CEUE associates with P-BS is written as
is the complementary CDF of the nearest distance r e of and given by [48] , [49] F r e of (r) = exp −
The PDF f r e op (r) of the nearest distance r e op is given by
The complementary CDF of r e op is
where C E denotes that probability that a typical is located in the cluster-edge region and given by (11) . The proofs of f r e op (.) and F r e op (.) are presented in Appendix A. Then, with the substitution of (16) and (17) into (15), we have 2.
Lemma 2: For a typical CEUE located in the cluster-edge region with respect to the cluster process P TMP , the association probability A P E that the typical CEUE associates with the closest P-BS in the representative cluster is
The association probability that the typical CEUE connects with F-BS is
B. CCUE ASSOCIATION PROBABILITIES
Similar to subsection A, when the typical UE is located in cluster-center region with respect to the representative cluster process P TMP , we rewrite the closest distances r op and r of in (13) as r c op and r c of , respectively. Considering the fact that the cluster-UEs' classification is performed only based on P TMP , it is easy to see that the statistical descriptions of the two RVs r c of and r e of are completely identical, i.e., F r c of (r) = F r e of (r), where the complementary CDF F r e of (r) is given by (16) . The PDF f r c op (.) of r c op is given by
In (20), the probability C C is given by (12) . The proof of (20) is similar with the one of f r e op (r) given in Appendix A. Then, using the similar definition as (15) and combining with (20), we have 3.
Lemma 3: For a typical CCUE that is located in the cluster-center region with respect to the cluster process P TMP , the association probability that the typical CCUE connects to P-BS is
The probability that the typical CCUE associates with F-BS is
IV. STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF INTERFERENCE
This section focuses on the statistical descriptions of interference received by a typical UE located in the representative cluster centered at x 0 ∈ C . In general, the expected value of interference can be derived by LT of interference, using which the transmission rate and throughput for the considered heterogeneous cellular network will be deduced.
A. LT OF INTERFERENCE RECEIVED BY CCUE ASSOCIATING WITH P-BS
We first consider the case where a typical UE associates with P-BS and lies in cluster-center region with respect to the cluster process P TMP . In this case, considering the proposed spectrum allocation scheme given in Figure 3 , we have that under this case, the typical UE works over CCUE-band W C and the total interference received by the typical CCUE over the frequency band W C is formulated as
In (22), I PP−Intra CCUE is the interference from intra-cluster P-BSs. Considering the used network model, we have that effective density of co-channel P-BSs is thinned by association probability A P C . Therefore, applying thinning the PCP of P-BSs by probability A P C yields the effective set S 
is the interference from intra-cluster F-BSs, considering all F-BSs accessing CCUE-band W C , which is given by
The interference from inter-cluster interference F-BSs is given by
With the above description of interference received by the typical CCUE associating with P-BS, we have 4 that presents the LTs of interference terms in (22) . 
where r * f = α FP r c op is achieved by using the UE association criterion.
The proof of the above derivations (24)- (27) is presented in Appendix B.
B. LT OF INTERFERENCE RECEIVED BY CEUE ASSOCIATING WITH P-BS
When the typical UE that is associated with P-BS lies clusteredge region, with the proposed spectrum allocation scheme as show in Figure 3 , we see that the typical CEUE shares sub-band W E with partial F-BSs of the portion factor η. As a result, the density of F-BSs share sub-band W E is ηλ ccM . With the above consideration, we have that the total interference received by the typical CEUE is similar to (22) . As mentioned previously, under the assumption that the serving distance from its nearest access point is r e op , the employed UEs' classification indicates that the dominant (the second nearest) P-BS would lie within the ring formed by circles centered at the typical CEUE of radius r e op and r e op /ξ , respectively. This yields that the distances r d op from the intra-cluster interfering P-BSs would satisfy the constraint r e op ≤ r d op ≤ r e op /ξ . This constraint condition further implies that there exists at least one interfering P-BS inside the annular ring. Therefore, with this strict constraint condition and the thinning of P-BSs, it is reasonable to split the intra-cluster interfering P-BSs from set S 
Motivated by the above intra-cluster interfering P-BSs' split, it is straightforward to take the assumption that I PP−Intra CEUE−E 1 and I PP−Intra CEUE−E 2 represent the interferences generated from the intra-cluster P-BSs in the sets S 
This yields that the LT of I PP−Intra CEUE is formulated as
Considering the symmetry of the interference I PP−Intra CEUE−E 2 and I PP−Intra CCUE , it is easy to achieve L I PP−Intra CEUE−E 2 z, r e op , A P E given by
At the same time, the LT of the intra-cluster interference I PP−Intra CEUE−E 1 is given by
The proof of (34) is presented in Appendix C.
Besides the intra-cluster interference, in (28) Therefore, using the fact that the average density of active F-BSs sharing the Sub-band W E is ηc M λ C and the access distance of the typical CEUE is denoted by r e op , the LTs of the interference I PF−Intra CEUE and I PF−Inter CEUE can be achieved directly from (26) and (27) 
C. LT OF INTERFERENCE RECEIVED BY CCUE ASSOCIATING WITH F-BS
Different from the above two subsections, the remaining two subsections focus on the case where the typical UE associates with the nearest F-BS. We first characterize the received interference by a typical CCUE that is located in the region of cluster-center with respect to the cluster process P TMP . At the same time, considering the fact that F-BSs randomly access the CEUE-band W E and CCUE-band W C with a predefined access factor η and 1 − η, we have that the F-BS associating the typical CCUE works either the frequency band W C or W E and the received interferences are denoted as I F−W C CCUE and I F−W E CCUE , respectively. As such, when the associated F-BS works over W C , we have that the total interference received by this typical CCUE is formulated as
In (37), I FP−Intra−C CCUE is the interference from intra-cluster P-BSs associated with CCUEs. Applying thinning the PCP of P-BSs by probability A P C yields the effective set S 
where r * of = r c of /α FP , r c of is the CCUE access distance with the nearest F-BS over the frequency band W C . is the one from intra-cluster F-BSs that sharing cluster-center band W C , whose LT is similar to the one of I PF−Intra CCUE , given by (26) . As a result, L I FF−Intra−C CCUE (.) can be achieved from L I PF−Intra CCUE (.) in (26) with the change of variable r * f to r c of andc F toc F − 1. With these considerations, we have
In (37), I FF−Inter−C CCUE is the received interference by the typical CCUE from inter-cluster F-BSs that operate on the clustercenter sub-band W C , of which LT can be achieved from (27) Similarly, when the associated F-BS works over W E , we have that the total interference received by this typical CCUE is formulated as (40) In (40) , the explanations for all interference terms are similar as the ones in in (37) and neglected. By using the similar line as in (37) , the corresponding LTs of interferences in (40) can be achieved easily. Therefore, combining the above discussions, 6 is achieved.
Lemma 6: Considering the fact that F-BSs randomly access CEUE-band W E and CCUE-band W C with a predefined access factor η and 1 − η, we have that when the typical CCUE associates with F-BSs with access distance r c of , the received interferences are denoted as I F−W C CCUE and I F−W E CCUE , respectively. The LT of the received interference I F−W C CCUE (37) over CCUE-band W C with probability 1 − η is given by 
D. LT OF INTERFERENCE RECEIVED BY CEUE ASSOCIATING WITH F-BS
When the typical UE that is connected to F-BS with access distance r e of , is located in the region of cluster-edge, the total interference received by the typical CEUE over CCUE-band W C with probability 1 − η is formulated as (43) In (43) Similarly, when the associated F-BS by the typical CEUE works over CEUE-band W E , we have that the total interference received by this typical CEUE is formulated as (44) In (44) , we have the similar explanations for all interference terms as the ones in (43) . By using the similar line as in (43) , the corresponding LTs of interferences in (44) can be achieved easily. As such, we have 7.
Lemma 7: Considering the fact that F-BSs randomly access CEUE-band W E and CCUE-band W C with a predefined access factor η and 1 − η, we have that when the typical CEUE associates with F-BSs with access distance r e of , the received interferences are modeled as I F−W C CEUE and I F−W E CEUE , respectively. Specially, the LT of the received interference 
V. DOWNLINK TRANSMISSION RATE ANALYSIS
In this section, we investigate the achievable DL transmission rate of a typical UE. From the above discussion, we see that a typical UE is classified as either CCUE or CEUE. Moreover, a typical CCUE (CEUE) associates with P-BS or F-BS. As a result, there are six types of possible transmission modes. Therefore, to achieve the average DL transmission rate, with the help of the interferences defined in Section IV, we first formulate the general form of the received SINR by a typical UE (CCUE or CEUE) as well as the one of the corresponding DL transmission rate. To this end, without loss of generality, the analysis is begun with the assumptions that the received SINR is formulated as (47) where CYUE is the total received interference by the typical CYUE over frequency band W F , which is defined in Section IV. Therefore, considering the spectral allocation scheme in our considered system, when a typical UE associates with P-BS, there exists two possible forms of received SINRs, i.e., SINR P−W C CCUE and SINR P−W E CEUE . The corresponding interferences are defined by (22) and (28), respectively. However, considering the fact that F-BSs randomly access the CEUE-band W E and CCUE-band W C with a predefined access factor η and 1 − η, we have that when a typical UE (CCUE or CEUE) associates with F-BS, there exists four possible forms of received SINRs, i.e., SINR F−W C CCUE , SINR F−W E CCUE , SINR F−W C CEUE , and SINR F−W E CEUE . Specially, for SINR F−W C CCUE and SINR F−W E CCUE , the corresponding interferences are defined by (37) and (40) , respectively. At the same time, for SINR F−W C CEUE and SINR F−W E CEUE , the corresponding interferences are achieved from (43) and (44) , respectively. For clarity, Table 3 summarizes the received SINRs and corresponding parameters.
Then, using (47) , it is easy to build the general form of the achievable DL transmission rate over the frequency band W F as follows. 
where (a) follows from the used UE association criterion, (b) follows from independence, the bandwidth W F allocated for CCUE or CEUE is defined in Figure 3 . Then, the ergodic DL rate R B−W F CYUE is further written as where
is the complementary CDF of the distance r y ot , and f r y ob (.) is the PDF of r y ob . Note that, the results (48) and (49) exploit the uncorrelated assumption of intra-cluster distances, which allows to decondition on the serving and intra-cluster interfering distances separately.
Then, with the considered network model and the detailed description in Table 3 , the follow results for different cases are achieved.
A. THE TYPICAL UE IS CLASSIFIED AS CCUE AND ASSOCIATES WITH P-BS
In this case, we have Y (y) = C(c), B(b) = P(p), T (t) = F(f ), r c op α FP < r c of , and the typical CCUE works over CCUEband W C . The achievable average DL rate R P−W C CCUE would be achieved with the corresponding change of the variables, where the L I P−W C CCUE z, r c op , η of interference I P−W C CCUE is given by (23) , the complementary CDF F r c of (.) is achieved from (16) by using F r c of (r) = F r e of (r), the PDF f r c op (.) is achieved from (20) .
B. THE TYPICAL UE IS CLASSIFIED AS CCUE AND ASSOCIATES WITH F-PS
In this case, we have Y (y) = C(c), B(b) = F(f ), T (t) = P(p), r c of α PF < r c op , the typical CCUE works over either CEUE-band W E or CCUE-band W C with a predefined access factor η or 1 − η. Therefore, it is achieved that when the typical CCUE works over CCUE-band W C with probability 1 − η, the achievable average DL transmission rate R F−W C CCUE is achieved with the corresponding change of variables, where W F = W C , the L I F−W C CCUE z, r c of , η of interference I F−W C CCUE is given by (41) , the PDF f r c of (.) is achieved by (16) and is given by f r c of (r) = M F r 2σ 2 exp − M F r 2 4σ 2 , and the complementary CDF F r c op (.) is achieved from (20) and is given by
When the typical CCUE works over CEUE-band W E with probability η, the achievable average DL transmission rate is expressed as R F−W E CCUE , the L I F−W E CCUE z, r c of , η of interference I F−W E CCUE is given by (42) . As a result, we have that the average DL rate achieved by the typical CCUE is
C. THE TYPICAL UE IS CLASSIFIED AS CEUE AND ASSOCIATES WITH P-BS
In this case, we have Y (y) = E(e), B(b) = P(p), T (t) = F(f ), r e op α FP < r e of , and the typical CEUE works over CEUE-band W E . The achievable DL rate is expressed as R F−W E CEUE . Owing to the total interference written as I P−W E CEUE , the correspond L I P−W E CEUE z, r e op , η is given by (35) , the complementary CDF F r e of (.) is given by (16) , the conditional PDF of f r e op (.) is given by (17) .
D. THE TYPICAL UE IS CLASSIFIED AS CEUE AND ASSOCIATES WITH F-BS
We have Y (y) = E(e), B(b) = F(f ), T (t) = P(p), r e of α PF < r e op , and the typical CCUE works over either CEUE-band W E or CCUE-band W C with a predefined access factor η or 1 − η. Therefore, it is achieved that when the typical CEUE works over CCUE-band W C with probability 1 − η, the achievable average DL transmission rate R F−W C CEUE is achieved with the corresponding change of variables, where W F = W C . The total interference is written as I F−W C CEUE and the corresponding LT is given by (45) . The complementary CDF F r e op (.) is given by (18) . The PDF f r e of (.) of r e of is given by f r e of (r) = M F r zσ 2 exp − M F r 2 4σ 2 . When the typical CEUE works over CEUE-band W E with probability η, the achievable average DL transmission rate is expressed as R F−W E CEUE , the L I F−W E CEUE z, r c of , η of interference I F−W E CEUE is given by (46) . As a result, we have that the average DL rate achieved by the typical CEUE is
Therefore, combining the above discussions, we have 1. Theorem 1: For the considered two-tier heterogeneous cellular network which is deployed by using independent Poisson cluster processes P TMP and F TMP , to restrict the severe interference, a typical cluster-UE is classified as CCUE or CEUE by only considering its first and second nearest distances from P-BSs so that the total available frequency band is divided into CEUE-band W E or CCUE-band W C . For such HetNets, when a typical UE is located in the clustercenter region, the achievable average DL transmission rate by the typical CCUE is
When the typical UE is located in the cluster-edge region, the achievable average DL transmission rate by the typical CEUE is
The total average DL transmission rate from P-BS
The total average DL transmission rate of F-BS
The total achievable average DL rate by the typical UE is
where C E and C C denote the probabilities that a typical UE is classified as CEUE and CCUE, respectively, which are given by (11) and (12).
VI. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
With the above derivations and analysis, the simulations and numerical results are presented to validate the derivations and show how the achievable average rate is affected by various network parameters. At the same time, to conveniently compare and highlight the contributions of this paper, this section would present the results for the system without cluster-UEs' classification, under which the total available bandwidth is occupied by a typical communication link. Specially, we focus on a 2-tier heterogeneous cellular network consisting of P-BSs and F-BSs as well as the clustering of UEs. The locations of P-BSs, F-BSs, and UEs are drawn from Poisson cluster over a 50×50 Km 2 square region. The whole mm-Wave network operates at 28GHz and the total available bandwidth is W = 1GHz [42] [43] [44] . The cluster centers are spatially distributed as a PPP, and UEs, P-BSs and F-BSs are normally scatted around them. For clarity, Table 4 lists the detailed description of parameter values used in the numerical analysis and simulations, unless stated otherwise. First, in Figure 4 we investigate the UE association probabilities with P-BS and F-BS, respectively, by separately considering two types of CCUE and CEUE. For the effect of the maximum number M P of P-BSs in each cluster, it is achieved that the increase of M P results in the decrease of A F C and A F E , but the increase of A P C and A P E . In addition, it is achieved that while M P has large impact on A P C and A F C , it has negligible one on A P E and A F E . For these observations, we have the following explanations. On the one hand, in our scheme the cluster-UEs' classification is performed by only considering P-BSs. Therefore, the increase of M P yields the decrease of distance of a typical UE from the nearest P-BS so that the probabilities A P C and A P E increase and the probabilities A F C and A F E decrease. On the other hand, on averaging, M P has larger impact on CCUE than CEUE. It is also found that the probabilities that both the CCUE and CEUE associations with P-BS decrease with ξ . Nevertheless, Figure 4 clearly indicates the association probability dependent on the number M P and cluster-UEs' classification. Figure 5 presents the comparison of the achievable P-BS DL transmission rates for a typical CEUE and CCUE. At the same time, to highlight the advantage of the proposed scheme, the P-BS DL rate of the system without cluster-UEs' classification is also provided, which is denoted as R P UE . Both Figure 5 (a) and (b) show that employment of cluster-UEs' classification improves the P-BS DL transmission for CCUE, but also the one for CEUE. We see that the UEs' classification imposes greater impact on CCUE than CEUE so that the CCUE achieves more rate gain.
After exploiting the DL transmission rate of P-BS, Figure 6 further investigates the one of F-BS, where the DL rate for the system without cluster-UEs' classification is denoted as R F UE . Comparing Figure 5 and Figure 6 , we find that while the transmit power P P imposes great impact on the DL transmission rate of P-BS, it has very small impact on the DL transmit rate of F-BS, especially, when P P is small. At the same time, similar to Figure 5, Figure 6 (a) also shows that the DL transmit rate of F-BS is also improved by using cluster-UEs' classification. Therefore, we have the result that using cluster-UEs' classification improves the throughput of the whole network. Figure 6 (b) also exploits the effect of CEUE-band access factor η of F-BS on the F-BS's DL transmit rate. It is achieved that the DL transmit rate of CEUE decreases with the CEUE-band access factor η for F-BS, but the one of CCUE increases with η. The reason of this observation is that the increase of η indicates the increase of the number of F-BSs operating on CEUE-band so that these of co-tier interference.
While the DL transmission rates of P-BS and F-BS are separately investigated in Figure 5 and Figure 6, Figure 7 turns to investigate the achievable average DL transmission rate of a typical UE, which is defined by (55). Note that, in Figure 7 R Tot UE the total achievable DL rate for the system without cluster-UEs' classification and defined as R Tot UE = R P UE + R F UE . Compared with Figure 6, Figure 7 gives the clearer insight about the advantage of the proposed scheme over the traditional one without UE classification. We see that when the transmit power P P is small, the total average DL transmission rate of CEUE is greater than the one of CCUE. This observation indicates that the cluster-USs' classification is more effective on CEUEs. However, when the transmit power P P is high, the total average DL transmit rate of CCUE is greater than the one of CEUE so that the contrary results would be derived. Besides the above observations, Firstly, for the effect of the cluster-UEs' classification factor ξ , it is found that when the transmit power is small, the total average DL rate of CEUE increases with ξ , but also the one of CCUE. Then, with the increase of the transmit power P P , the gap of rates decreases. Finally, when the transmit power P P is high, the completely contrary results are achieved. Secondly, for the CEUE-band access factor η of F-BS, as the increase of the CEUE band access factor for F-BSs, the total average DL rate of CCUE increase, but the one of CEUE decreases. This is due to the fact that the number of F-BSs operating over CEUE-band increase with η, so that a typical CEUE suffers from more severe interference. However, different from Figure 7 Figure 8 shows the relationship between the DL transmission rate of P-BS/F-BS and the active factorc P in each cluster. It is easy to see that both the DL transmission rates of P-BS and F-BS decrease as the active factorc P increases due to the increase of interference from active P-BSs. Besides the effect ofc P , the effect of the active factorc F of F-BSs is also exploited in Figure 8 . We see that the similar results as the one ofc P can be achieved. Whenc P andc F are jointly considered, it is found that whenc F is small, the active factor c P has the considerable effect on the P-BS/F-BS DL rate. Contrarily, whenc F is large, the effect ofc P is negligible.
Be continued from Figure 8, Figure 9 (a) further gives the effect of both the active factorsc P andc F on the total DL transmission rate. It is straightforward that the similar results as the ones in Figure 8 would be achieved. Finally, Figure 9 (b) presents the effect of P F on the total DL transmission rates. Figure 9 (b) shows an interesting result. We see that when the F-BS's transmit power P F is small, due to the interference, the total transmission rates are decreasing with P F . However, when P F is large, the total DL transmission rate is dominated by the DL transmission of F-BSs, the total average DL rates are increasing with P F . We also find that the achievable DL rate of the proposed scheme is greater than the one of the traditional one. As a result, in the Poisson cluster deployed heterogeneous cellular network, the system using the cluster-UEs' classification outperforms the traditional one without UEs' classification.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the large-scale hotspot scenario in which there exist large number of clustered P-BSs and F-BSs working on mm-Wave. By clustering both P-BSs and F-BSs, we model the geographical centers of devices as independent PPP around which UEs, P-BSs and F-BSs are scattered and form independent PCPs. To restrict the severe interference and enhance the throughput of the whole network, an effective interference management scheme is proposed by using the ratio of the first and second nearest distances of a typical UE from P-BSs so that a typical UE can be classified as either CCUE or CEUE. Correspondingly, the total available spectrum band is divided as CCUE-band and CEUE-band, which are occupied by P-BSs associated with CCUEs and CEUEs, respectively. Unlike P-BSs, the F-BSs randomly access the CEUE-band and CCUE-band with a given access portion factor. For such clustered HetNets, the paper first develops a weighted nearest distance UE association criterion. Then, by using the methods from both stochastic geometry and PCPs and using the LoS ball for the propagation model of mm-Wave signals, this paper calculates the association probabilities for four possible associations. Secondly, the paper derives the LTs of the interference experienced by a typical CCUE and CEUE from the intra-cluster and inter-cluster BSs. With the LTs, on parent process the condition DL ergodic rates are derived for all possible association scenarios, so that the total average spectrum efficiency is derived by deconditioning over the parent PPP. The presented numerical results show that the proposed clustered heterogeneous scheme with the clustering UE classification outperforms the traditional ones without the UE classification. In addition, the presented numerical analysis also investigates the impact of spatial and system parameters on the proposed clustered HetNets, which is helpful for the design of networks. where (a) follows from the assumption of uncorrelated intracluster distances, (b) is from the used the rule of UEs' classification, the joint PDF f r e op ,r d op r op , r d is given by (10) . Then, substituting (10) into (57), we have that the equation (57) is further calculated by (56), as shown at the top of this page. As a result, (18) is achieved.
It is easy that the PDF of the RV r e op is achieved by using f r e op r op = d dr op 1 − F r e op r op .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LTS OF INTERFERENCE AT CCUE ASSOCIATING WITH P-BS
With the definition of the intra-cluster interference I PP−Intra CCUE , it's LT is calculated as follows.
where (a) follows from the fact that the locations of co-channel intra-cluster P-BSs, conditioned on x 0 ∈ C , are independent, (b) from the expectation is performed over the number of interfering P-BSs, conditioned on total being loss than M P − 1, which are Poisson distributed RV of probability function P (X = k) = λ k e −λ k! ,λ = E {X }, (c) follows from the exponential Tayler series expansion and the fact that 1 − exp (−a) a, a 0, ρ = m
. Now, under the assumptionc p M P , (58) is written as where (d) follows from the change of variables x 0 + y d → w Pi , converting coordinates from Cartesian to polar, and the path-loss model of mm-Wave given by (2), the PDF f w Pi (w) is given by (6) 
Similar to (59), the equation (62) is achieved by following the independence of inter-cluster distances conditioned x ∈ C , and the Taylor series expansion of exponential function, i.e., 1 − exp(−x) ≈ x for small x. Then, with the fact that the number of points in each cluster follows the Poisson distribution, by taking the expectation over the number of interfering P-BSs, (62) is further written as can be derived by using the similar argument as (59) and the fact that the density of active F-BSs sharing W C is (1 − η)c F λ c , we have the result (26) . Similarly, the LT of the interference I PF−Inter CCUE can be achieved by using the similar line of (62). Then, using the path-loss model (2), the result (34) can be achieved.
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